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abstract 

The architecture and dynamic physical environment of tissues can be recreated in-vitro by combining 3D porous scaffolds and

bioreactors able to apply controlled mechanical stimuli on cells. In such systems, the entity of the stimuli and the distribution of

nutrients within the engineered construct depend on the micro-structure of the scaffolds. In this work, we present a new

approach for optimizing computational fluid-dynamics (CFD) models for the investigation of fluid-induced forces generated by

cyclic squeeze pressure within a porous construct, coupled with oxygen consumption of cardiomyocytes. A 2D axial symmetric

macro-scaled model of a squeeze pressure bioreactor chamber was used as starting point for generating time dependent

pressure profiles. Subsequently the fluid movement generated by the pressure fields was coupled with a complete 3D micro-scaled

model of a porous protein cryogel. Oxygen transport and consumption inside the scaffold was evaluated considering a

homogeneous distribution of cardiomy- ocytes throughout the structure, as confirmed by preliminary cell culture experiments.

The results show that a 3D description of the system, coupling a porous geometry and time dependent pressure driven

flow with fluid–structure-interaction provides an accurate and meaningful description of the microenvironment in terms of

shear stress and oxygen distribution than simple stationary 2D models.

1. Introduction

Current tissue engineering strategies are aimed at in-vitro re- 

capitulation of the mechanical and the biochemical cues of the 

physiological environment in terms of both tissue architecture and 

physical stimuli [1] . In this context, porous 3D constructs are con- 

sidered as excellent substitutes for cell culture, as they are able 
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LE, arbitrary Lagrangian–Eulerian;

C, oxygen consumption;

C-S, oxygen consumption in static conditions;

C-D, oxygen consumption in dynamic conditions;

F, laminar flow;

DF, backward differentiation formula.
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o provide structural, mechanical and architectural templates for

ell attachment and tissue formation while maintaining acceptable

ass transport [2–4] . Moreover, the combined use of 3D struc-

ures in bioreactors is fundamental for recreating the physiologi-
al milieu, improving the exchange of nutrients and metabolites as

ell as providing dynamic molecular and physical regulatory sig-

als [5,6] . This is particularly important for load-bearing or actuat-

ng tissues like bone or cardiac tissue, which require specific stim-

li in order to maintain their differentiated state in-vitro. 

Focusing on cardiac tissue engineering, several studies have

emonstrated the role of mechanical forces and fluid motion on

he organization and function of cardiomyocytes as well as on car-

iovascular development [7–9] . In particular, fluid motion increases

xygen and nutrient transport [10] , promoting homogenous cell

rowth in the scaffold as well as the maintenance of cell func-

ion and contractility [11,12] , whereas mechanical forces can ac-

ivate mechanotransduction pathways and induce cell alignment

nd cytoskeletal re-organization [13] . In a previous study, we re-

orted that a cyclic hydrodynamic squeeze pressure can be used

or inducing phenotypic differentiation in cardiac cells seeded on
D collagen sandwiches [14] . However, 3D scaffolds as far more 

ppropriate for regenerative applications as 2D constructs do not 

dequately replicate the structure and mechanical properties of the 

ative tissue [6] . 
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When bioreactors are used in combination with porous scaf

folds, the entity and the distribution of fluid-induced forces in

side the structure are very complex, as they not only depend on 

the working conditions of the system but also on 3D microstruc

tural parameters of the scaffold, like pore diameter, porosity, and

pore interconnectivity [15].  Computational methods are power

ful tools able to estimate local fluid-induced shear, pressure and

velocity fields in bioreactor environments. Previous studies have 

shown that the fluid-dynamic environment within a porous struc

ture can be represented using time-invariant computational fluid

dynamics (CFD) models, in order to quantify the fluid–structure

in- teractions and the mechanical stimuli applied to cells. These

CFD models follow two different approaches: i) 3D solid model

of the real scaffold microstructure, reconstructed from micro

computed tomography (microCT) images [15–17];  ii) a simplified

and idealized geometry obtained from the macro-characteristics o

the scaffold (pore size, interconnected porosity) [18–20]

Moreover, fluid movement also plays a fundamental role in the

transport of nutrients within the construct, which is a critica

factor for modulating cell growth and functions. Severa

mathematical and com- putational models have been

implemented to combine the diffusion of nutrients, like oxygen

or glucose, with cell consump- tion rates, both in static [21–23

and dynamic conditions [24–27].  

However, very few studies have attempted to combine fluid per

fusion through the interconnected pores and cell consumption o

oxygen considering the effective micro-architecture of the scaffold

[15,16],  instead of its global characteristics (i.e. porosity

permeability) [25–27].  This is mainly due to the extremely high

computational costs required for such analyses, particularly i

further combined with fluid–structure interactions (FSI) during

the mechanical stimulation. 
The aim of this study was thus to implement a series of com- 
putationally optimized 2D axial symmetric macro-scaled and 3D 

micro-scaled models of porous cryogels in the presence of a com

plex fluid-dynamic microenvironment. In particular the investiga

tion was focused on the evaluation of the physical and biochem

ical stimuli imposed by cyclic pressure waves and pulsatile me- dia

flow generated in a sensorized squeeze pressure bioreactor (S 2 PR

[28].  Our preliminary cell culture experiments in the bioreacto
confirmed that cardiac cells in gelatin cryogel scaffolds sub- 

Fig. 1. (A) Functional block diagram showing the architecture of the S 2 PR bio
ect to a 24 h long stimulation remain highly viable and are able to

roliferate. 

In order to predict the levels of shear stress and hydrodynamic

ressure acting on cells within the construct and quantify oxy-

en transport and consumption inside the scaffold, the hydrody- 

amic stimuli generated by the bioreactor was modeled using a

ew computational approach. The stepwise approach can be used

o investigate and understand the effects of complex stimuli im-

osed by dynamic cell culture devices on 3D tissue constructs. 

. Materials and methods

.1. The S 2 PR bioreactor 

The S 2 PR is a sensorized version of the SQPR (squeeze pressure
ioreactor), a stimulation chamber designed to impose a cyclic, hy-

drodynamic and contactless overpressure on cell cultures using a

simple vertical piston movement [28].  The entity of the stimulus

epends principally on the piston velocity and the vertical space

n the meatus between the two approaching surfaces. The SQPR is

ble to generate local overpressures between 0.5 and 8 kPa, as well

s a pulsatile flow of cell culture media through the scaffold. As a

esult, cells seeded in the 3D constructs are subjected to mechan-

cal forces, which enhance the diffusion of oxygen and nutrients

hrough the structure. 

The architecture of the bioreactor has been described in our

revious publication [28] . In this work, it has been modified to in-

orporate a force and a position sensor, assuring high precision and

ontrol of the piston movement with an accuracy of 5 μm. ( Fig. 1 ).

he force sensor (Flexiforce A201, Tekscan, Inc. MA, USA) is placed

nder the sample brace so as to detect any contact between the

iston and the scaffold ( Fig. 1. A). To improve the sensitivity of the

lexiforce, the base of the S 2 PR is designed to maximize the res-

lution and the sensitivity of the sensor: the bottom of the base

s provided with a 5 mm diameter puck to optimize the contact

urface with the sensing area of the sensor. This configuration sig-

ificantly increases its sensitivity (230 ± 20 bits/N with the puck;

28 ± 6.2 bits/N without the puck). 

In addition, the stepper motor (L4118S144, Nanotec Electronic

mbH & Co, Munich, Germany) driving the piston is provided with
reactor. (B) A detail of the S 2 PR bioreactor chamber and support base.
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Fig. 2. Calcein staining on the gelatin cryogel. (A) In static conditions and (B) after 
the 24 h long stimulation.
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(  
n incremental encoder embedded in the motor shaft to monitor

he position and the movement of the piston in real time. Signals

rom the force and position sensors are continuously matched us-

ng a microcontroller (Arduino UNO, Italy), in order to automat-

cally set the starting position of the piston at the beginning of

he experiment and control its movement during the stimulation.

he presence of the force sensor and the encoder enable real-time

valuation of construct stiffness through compressive tests. 

The S 2 PR is provided with a dedicated graphical user-interface

rom which the user can set all the stimulation parameters such

s the maximum value of the hydrodynamic pressure applied, the

requency of the stimulus and the duration of the experiment. 

.2. Gelatin cryogel 

All reagents were all purchased from Sigma–Aldrich (Milan,

taly), unless otherwise specified. Porous disc-shaped (10 mm di-

meter, 1 mm height) gelatin cryogels were fabricated from gelatin

% w/v (Type A gelatin from pig skin) in deionized water, freeze-

ried and chemically crosslinked with 1 mM glutaraldehyde (GTA),

s previously reported [29,30] . The scaffolds were characterized in

n aqueous environment using compressive testing, water imbibi-

ion and Darcy’s law flow to obtain quantitative values of elastic

odulus, porosity and permeability respectively. The porosity and

lastic modulus were evaluated as described in Spinelli et al. [30] ,

iving an elastic modulus in the linear region of small deforma-

ions (up to 2%) of 3.8 ± 0.37 kPa and a porosity of 91.01 ± 0.57%.

he permeability ( K ) of the scaffolds was determined by measur-

ng the flow rate ( Q ) through n = 5 scaffolds keeping a constant

ressure difference ( �P ) of about 550 Pa across the sample and ap-

lying Darcy’s law: 

 = μF 
L

S 

Q 

(�P )
(1) 

here μF is the viscosity of water and L and S are the height

nd the cross-section of sample. The measured permeability was

13.01 ± 3.99) × 10 −12 m 

2 . MicroCT images of the material were

sed to estimate the structural properties of the construct: they

re random pore and isotropic, with an average fiber thickness of

5 ± 17 μm and an average pore diameter of 139 ± 39 μm (data

ot shown). 

.3. Cell culture 

HL-1 myocytes were cultured following the protocols and me-

ia cocktail described in Claycomb et al. [31] . Before cell seeding

he cryogel scaffolds were re-hydrated for 24 h at 37 °C in me-

ia, and pre-coated with fibronectin/gelatin overnight at 37 °C, as

reviously reported for HL-1 cells in 3D structures [32,33] . Then

0 μL of cell suspension at a concentration of 1.5 × 10 7 cells/mL

as pipetted onto each construct, obtaining a concentration of

 × 10 6 cells/cm 

3 . Scaffolds were incubated for 30 min to allow pre-

iminary cell attachment, then 500 μL of complete medium was

dded to each well to completely submerge the constructs. They

ere cultured for 4 days at 37 °C and 5% CO 2 , before placing in the

ioreactors. 

Four experiments were run in parallel in four S 2 PR chambers. A

caffold was placed in each sterile bioreactor chamber filled with

.5 mL of complete media. The constructs were subject to 24 h of

queeze pressure with a frequency of 1 Hz cycling meatus heights

rom 1200 to 200 microns with an approaching and receding ve-

ocity of 11.6 and 2 mm/s respectively. Fig. 3. C shows the displace-

ent of the piston during the approach, recede and hold phases of

 cycle. Static controls were performed in a 12-well plate with the

ame amount of media. At the end of the stimulation, cell spread-

ng and viability in the 3D structures was assessed with the ala-

ar blue assay and calcein staining, and imaged using a confocal
icroscope (Nikon A1 Confocal Microscope System). As shown in

Fig. 2,  HL-1 cells are able to withstand the hydrodynamic stim-

lation and maintain high viability. Moreover, confocal imaging

howed that the cells had migrated and spread into the scaffold,

howing a better organization and distribution in the dynamic ex- 

eriments. To characterize the nature of the dynamic stimulus and

ts effect on the cell microenvironment, a computational approach

as used to quantify the squeeze pressure inside the porous struc-

ure and the oxygen gradients in the construct. 

.4. Computational models 

Computational models were implemented using Comsol Mul-

iphysics 4.3b (COMSOL Inc., Burlington, MA, USA) running on a

indows PC with 16 GB RAM. In order to optimize and refine

he computational studies step-by-step, simple time-dependent 2D

FD models were first realized to evaluate pressure and velocity

rofiles around the construct due to movement of the piston. Here,

uid-dynamics in the bioreactor chamber and inside the scaffold

as modeled using Navier–Stokes equations in the free-media and

rinkman equations for the porous media. Then, the fluid-dynamic

esults from the 2D models were applied to an idealized 3D ge-

metry of the porous scaffold [18] to evaluate the oxygen con-

umption and transport within the construct and the shear-stress

nside the porous structure during the stimulation considering the

uid–structure interaction. In fact, because of the compliant nature

f the scaffold, the characteristics of the fluid domain alone can-

ot properly describe the fluid-dynamics within the scaffold unless

ombined with a FSI approach. A complete description of mathe-

atical formulations used in all the models is provided in the Sup-

lementary Information (SI1). 

The same conditions as in the cell culture experiments were

mposed in all models: cell culture media essentially consists of

ater and dissolved salts, small molecules and serum, thus it can

e considered as an incompressible, homogeneous and Newtonian

uid with a density of 1029 kg/m 

3 and a dynamic viscosity of

.2 × 10 −3 Pa. For the FSI model we considered the scaffold as ho- 
ogeneous, isotropic and elastic within the regime of small defor-
ations as observed experimentally [30].  

Simulations were computed using the time-dependent solver

ased on the BDF (backward differentiation formula) method, with

aximum order set to two and free steps taken by the solver. Con-

ergence criteria were based on relative and absolute tolerances,

o the time-dependent solver goes to the next step when the es-

imated local error vector in the integration step is less than or

qual to the sum of the absolute and relative tolerance × the vec-
or of the dependent variables. 

.4.1. Fluid-dynamic 2D models 

Assuming axial symmetry, the geometry of the 2D models

as reduced to a transverse section of the bioreactor chamber

 Fig. 3. A). In order to reproduce the fluid-dynamic conditions of the



Table 1

Boundary conditions set in the 2D models. See Fig. 3. A for identification of side num- 
bers.

Side number Type of boundary condition Boundary condition

1, 11 Symmetry Axial symmetry

2, 4 Inlet/Outlet p = p 2 , v = v 2 
CFD 3, 5, 13 Wall No slip

6 Outlet Pressure p = 0 

7, 8, 9, 10 Wall Moving wall v (t)

2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 11, 13 Prescribed mesh displacement d r = d z = 0 

ALE 7, 8, 9, 10 Prescribed mesh displacement d r = 0 d z = v (t) 

1 Prescribed mesh displacement Free

Fig. 3. (A) Modeled region of the S 2 PR bioreactor (light gray) with corresponding

number of boundary conditions (on the right) and number of edge elements on

boundaries (on the left). (B) Schematic representation of the scaffold in the S 2 PR

chamber (not scaled), pointing out the directions p R and p A where the pressure

profiles are averaged and exported from 2D to 3D models. (C) Piston movement

during the squeeze pressure cycle.
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squeeze pressure stimulus, three different physics modes were im-

plemented: (i) Navier–Stokes equations for an incompressible fluid

were used for the laminar fluid flow in the bioreactor chamber, (ii)

Brinkman equations were applied for flow in the porous scaffold,

(iii) the Arbitrary Lagrangian–Eulerian (ALE) method was used to

model piston movement. The scaffold domain was defined using

the measured porosity and permeability values for gelatin cryogels

[30] . To couple the 3 modes, the velocity field evaluated in the

laminar flow regime was applied as a boundary condition of the

Brinkman module. The moving mesh was used to consider changes

in the geometry of the meatus due to the cyclic piston motion

which generates the squeeze stimulus.

As previously described, the piston moves vertically in the

fluid-filled chamber, approaching and receding from the base with-

out touching the scaffold ( Fig. 3 A and 3 C). To apply the velocity

profile as a moving wall boundary condition, sharp discontinuities

at times t d and t u , corresponding to the lower and uppermost pis-

ton excursion limits respectively, were first smoothed using second

order polynomial functions. 

Boundary conditions imposed in the 2D model are summarized

in Table 1 . A mapped mesh of 66,528 elements was obtained by

fixing the number of edge elements on boundaries, as reported in

Fig. 3 A. The 2D models were run using the PARDISO solver. 
.4.2. 3D models with idealized porous structure 

The time-dependent 3D models were built using an idealized

eometry of the fluid domain, starting from the measured pore ar-

hitecture of the constructs. A simplified geometry based on the

adius and height of the whole structure and the dimension of in-

erconnected pores in axial ( R cz ), circumferential ( R cc ) and radial

irections ( R cr ) was generated as summarized in Table 2 . Previ-

us investigations have shown that this method can be applied to

orous structures as an alternative to microCT reconstruction, in

rder to simplify computational analysis [16,18,34,35] . 

Two different 3D models were implemented in order to eval-

ate the oxygen distribution inside a construct seeded with car-

iomyocytes and the shear stress imposed on the cells during the

 

2 PR stimulation, respectively. The domains of all the 3D models

ere discretized based on a free tetrahedral meshing method. The

oftware allows the definition of common mesh parameters (e.g.

aximum and minimum mesh element size) as well as the reso-

ution of narrow regions and curvature factor. These latter param-

ters enforce a refinement in case of narrow regions and high cur-

ature values, respectively. 

In the first oxygen consumption (OC) analysis we only consid-

red a 10 ° sector of the fluid domain in the cylindrical scaffold

 Fig. 4. A). Oxygen diffusion and convection as well as consumption

ere considered, comparing both the static (OC-S) and dynamic

OC-D) conditions during the squeeze pressure stimulation. In the

C-D approach we applied pressure profiles, exported from the 2D

odel ( Fig. 4. B–C), as inlet boundary conditions respectively at the

op and the sides of the construct. Specifically, the pressure pro-

les exported from the 2D model are space and time dependent.

o simplify the computation, the pressure values were taken as the

pace averaged profiles along the radial direction p R ( t ) and the ax-

al direction p A ( t ), as outlined in the supplementary information

nd illustrated in Fig. 3. B. In both the OC models, a constant oxy-

en concentration of 0.21 mol/m 

3 was imposed in the scaffold do-

ain at t = 0 and as a boundary condition at the top and sides

f the scaffold. Oxygen consumption was implemented as a mass

utflux R (c) (in moles/m 

2 /s from the total internal surface area, A int 

 Table 2 ), of the scaffold, using the Michaelis Menten kinetics ac-

ording to the following expression: 

 ( c ) = ρsup 
( V max × c ) 

K m 

+ c 
(2)

here V max is in mol/(cells �s), K m 

and c are in mol/m 

3 and the cell

urface density ρsup was set at 30,0 0 0 cells/cm 

2 , a typical value for

ardiomyocytes reported in the literature [36] . 

The mesh of the OC-S and OC-D models were built defining pa-

ameters such as maximum and minimum element size, maximum

lement growth rate, curvature factor and resolution of narrow re-

ions. These values allowed a mesh with just over 10 6 tetrahedral

lements to be obtained without any problem of convergence, re-

ucing the computational costs. The model was solved using the

UMPS solver. 



Table 2

List of parameters used in the 2D and 3D models for defining scaffold geometry, fluid properties and oxygen 
transport and consumption.

Parameter Value Description

R 5 × 10 −3 m 

H 1 × 10 −3 m 

R cz 75 × 10 −6 m 

R cc , R cr 58 × 10 −6 m 

A int 0.0132 m 

2

P 1029 kg/m 

3

M 1.2 × 10 −3 Pa �s 

ρsup 30,0 0 0 cells/cm 

2

V max 5.44 × 10 −17 mol/(cells �s) 

K m 3.79 × 10 −3 mol/m 

3 

D 2.7 × 10 −9 m 

2 /s 

Porous scaffold radius

Porous scaffold height

Channel radius in axial direction

Channel and torus radius in radial and circumferential directions

Internal surface area of the scaffold in OC models

Culture medium density [28]

Culture medium dynamic viscosity

Surface density of cardiomyocytes [36]

Higher reaction velocity [38]

Concentration at half saturation [38]

Oxygen diffusion coefficient in culture medium [38]
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The aim of the second 3D study was to simulate the interaction

etween the media and the porous cryogel during cyclic stimula-

ion in the bioreactor using the FSI approach in order to evalu-

te the shear stress applied to the cell culture. Here, the reference

eometry is slightly different from that used in the oxygen con-

umption analysis. Due to the high complexity in implementing a

omputational fluid–structure interaction model, we considered a

 mm side cube at the center of the scaffold instead of the trian-

ular slice with the same structure used for the transport mod-

ls. Given the symmetry of the system we focused on a quarter of

he cube corresponding to a parallelepiped. Symmetry conditions

ere imposed at the two internal surfaces of the parallelepiped,

hile a single pressure profile p R (t) was applied to the top and

he two lateral faces ( Fig. 4. D). To determine the importance of

he fluid–structure interaction on the evaluation of the effective

hear-stress inside the porous structure, the FSI model was com-

ared to a simple laminar flow (LF) model with the same scaffold

eometry and fluid properties. The mesh consisted in 217,173 free

etrahedral elements, and the model was solved using the PARDISO
olver. 

s

ig. 4. (A) Simplified geometry and boundary conditions implemented in OC-S and OC-D

op surface of the scaffold. The presence of the blip is due to fluid inertia. (C) The comput

ere obtained as solutions of the 2D model. (D) Simplified geometry and boundary cond
. Results

.1. 2D computational modeling 

The results of the 2D models permit the evaluation of pressure

nd flow velocity at specific time-points. Specifically, the changes

n fluid motion were analyzed at discrete time points in terms of 

ressure and velocity during the generation of the squeeze pres- 

ure by the S 2 PR piston, focusing on the instant when the piston
s at its lowest position (time t d ) and highest position (time t u )

see Fig. 3. C). 

Fig. 5. A shows the distribution of the pressure on the upper face
f the scaffold at t d,

 

 while the velocity fields at t d and t u are

eported in Fig. 5 B and 5 C. Pressure profiles p R (t) and p A (t

Fig. 4. B–C) show a typical peak due to the quick piston

ovement toward the scaffold (approaching phase), as reported in

ur previous work [28].  The first smaller peak at t = 0 in Fig. 4. B

as also observed experimentally and is probably due to fluid

nertia when the piston starts its approach. A more complete

escription of the pressure and velocity profiles is given in the
upplementary information.

 models and a detail of the mesh. (B) The computed pressure profile p R (t) on the

ed pressure profile p A (t) on the lateral surface of the scaffold. Both pressure profiles

itions implemented in FSI and LF models and a detail of the mesh.



Fig. 5. Results from the 2D computational model: (A) Distribution of the pressure field on the upper surface of the scaffold at t d , when the piston is in its lowest position.

(B) Distribution of the velocity field inside the bioreactor chamber at time t d and a zoom of the fluid-dynamics inside the meatus. (C) Distribution of the velocity field inside

the bioreactor chamber at t u , when the piston is in its highest position.

Fig. 6. (A) Oxygen concentration in the scaffold after 200 s in the OC-S (on the

top) and the OC-D (on the bottom) model. (B) Comparison between OC-S (on the

top) and OC-D (on the bottom) showing the extent of scaffold where the oxygen

concentrations are between 0.19 and 0.21 mol/m 

3 .

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 7. (A) Shear stress values exported from FSI models. (B) Arrows representing

the effective fluid motion inside the scaffold at time t d .
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3.2. 3D computational modeling 

Space averaged pressure profiles p R (t) and p A (t) from the 2D

models were used as inlet boundary conditions for the OC-D model

to evaluate the effect of the hydrodynamic stimulus applied by

the bioreactor on transport and oxygen consumption. A transport

model in static conditions without the pressure-driven convec-

tive contribution (OC-S) was developed in parallel to determine

how the dynamic stimulus changes the oxygen content within the

porous scaffold. 

Fig. 6 reports the oxygen concentration after 200 s of simula-

tion both in the absence and in the presence of the hydrodynamic

stimulus. The choice of this time of simulation is a good compro-

mise between computational costs and reliable solutions, as the

difference between the oxygen concentration values after 200 and

3600 s respectively is less than 10%. In Fig. 6. B the same graph as

in Fig. 6. A is plotted with a cut-off of 0.19 mol/m 

3 oxygen (90% of

the maximum value 0.21 mol/m 

3 ) to better highlight the difference

between the dynamic and static conditions. 

The scaffold strain computed by the FSI model is maximum in

the axial direction, but never greater than 1%, indicating that the

non-contact squeeze pressure causes negligible pore deformation

and the scaffold remains within the linear elastic region [30] . The

FSI model also confirms the suitability of the cyclic stimulation in-

duced by the S 2 PR bioreactor in terms of shear stress evaluated

at the solid–fluid interface. Fig. 7 A and 7 B show the shear stress

(viscosity × velocity gradient) and velocity maps inside the scaf-

fold calculated by the FSI model. In Fig. 7. B, velocity arrows indi-

cate the direction of fluid motion in the FSI at t d , showing that the

fluid penetrates inside the scaffold from the upper surface of the

porous scaffold, and comes out from all the pores at the sides. Av-

erage values are significantly (10 3 -fold) lower than the values com-

puted by the LF model. The Reynolds number in the scaffold (cal-

culated based on the hydraulic diameter and characteristic length
f the pores) was around 2 ×10 −5 throughout its volume and 0.3

n the surfaces exposed to moving fluid (top and sides). 

. Discussion

Our initial cell culture experiments established that cardiomy-

cytes in the bioreactor are able to colonize porous scaffolds and

aintain their viability, indicating that the dynamic microenviron-

ent is suitable for the regeneration of cardiac tissue. To quan-

ify the stimuli applied to cardiomyocytes seeded on the scaffold

e modeled the hydrodynamic environment in the S 2 PR bioreac-

or using computational methods with a stepwise approach. Start-

ng with 2D axial symmetric models, we coupled Navier–Stokes

quations for fluid-dynamics with the Brinkman equation to con-

ider macro-properties of the scaffold and the ALE method for

mplementing mesh movement and changes in the geometry of

he meatus during squeeze pressure stimulation. Then, 3D mod-

ls were implemented with a simplified and idealized scaffold ge-

metry. Finally, the oxygen concentration distribution and shear

tresses inside the construct were computed by using the pressure

rofiles from the 2D model as boundary conditions. 

The 2D models highlight the importance of implementing the

eal time-dependent movement of the piston inside the bioreactor

hamber in the presence of a permeable and porous scaffold, with

oth a qualitative and quantitative improvement of the results with

espect to the stationary model reported in De Maria et al . [28] .

he non-stationary analysis takes into account the inertial forces

f the fluid during cyclic stimulation, and shows that the greatest

ariations in pressure take place when the piston changes direction

at times t d and t u in Fig. 3. C). As we can see in Fig. 5 , the culture

edia goes out from the meatus when the piston moves down

 t , Fig. 5. B), whereas it slowly flows back into the meatus from
d 
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. 
he lateral sides of the chamber when the piston recedes from the

caffold ( t u , Fig. 5. C). 

Our approach implements 2D models with space and time de-

endent fluid-dynamics and then extends to more complex 3D

ime-dependent models with both fluid-dynamics and cell oxy-

en consumption. In fact, although cell metabolism and growth are

ritically dependent on oxygen concentration, only a few studies

eal with computational models of oxygen transport and consump-

ion [21–27] . 

The 3D simulations considered a well-defined scaffold with

pecific values of porosity, permeability and pore size in all three

imensions so as to develop a simplified geometry of a porous

ryogel [15,18,30] . A model in static conditions (OC-S) was devel-

ped to verify that the hydrodynamic stimuli used as inlet in the

C-D model permits better nutrient transport after 24 h in the

 

2 PR bioreactor, particularly in the peripheral zones of the con-

truct ( Fig. 6 ). This suggests that the stimulus is not strong enough

o drive the fluid inside the whole 3D structure. These results were

onfirmed by the FSI model: as expected, the highest shear stress

alues are in the upper zone of the scaffold when the piston is at

ts lowest and the medium is forced to enter the pores ( Fig. 7. A).

he values of shear stress are below those considered damaging to

ardiac cells (about 0.1 Pa) [37] . Our 3D models also demonstrated

he need to implement a FSI model when a fluid-induced stimulus

s applied to a complex porous scaffold. In fact, the simple laminar-

ow conditions applied to both the 2D and 3D models gave 10 0 0

old higher average shear stress values (up to 1 and 6 Pa in 2D and

F models respectively)—in the range of those known to compro-

ise cell vitality. The high vitality and cardiomyocyte densities ob-

erved in the cell culture experiments suggest that the implemen-

ation of a 3D fluid-structure interaction model is mandatory for

ccurately mimicking the fluid-dynamics inside the bioreactor. 

A further advancement of this work is the implementation of

 model scaffold with a simplified geometry: this feature allows to

s to change its micro-structural properties and consequently eval-

ate the capacity of the bioreactor to perfuse a porous structure.

sing this approach we can optimize the scaffold design for dif-

erent applications. Moreover, compared to previous reports which

nly deal with uncoupled fluid-structure models [17] , our fluid-

tructure interaction model considers the mechanical forces acting

n both the solid and fluid domain of the 3D matrix. 

In conclusion, the computational approach described here en-

bles a better understanding of nutrient availability and shear

tresses generated in a scaffold during squeeze pressure stimula-

ion and can be extended to other bioreactors with scaffolds and

ow. Future developments and improvements could include the

ptimization of the pressure fields. In fact due to computational

imitations, the pressure fields applied as a boundary condition

id not consider their space dependency, so the pressure trends

re only a function of time. Furthermore, the model matrix could

e rendered more realistic by including anisotropic features or cell

roliferation with consequent changes in terms of porosity, perme-

bility, dimensions of pores, oxygen concentration and shear stress

cting on cells. Finally, a time dependent fluid–structure interac-

ion can be correlated with a corresponding time dependent oxy-

en consumption in the scaffold to relate scaffold degradation with

ell proliferation and matrix production. 
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